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B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Spring 2003

Programme 4
By Martin Waddell

 This week’s story features a giant so enormous that people live on various parts of his body -  

 in Beard Forest, Ankle Village and round Button Lake.

Story

 Oscar the giant went to sleep.  It was only meant to be a little sleep, but his lasted a long time.   

 A giant long time, which is much longer than any other time.  Millions of trillions of years…

 ……Lots of mud and dust and lava and rock landed on Oscar, and some seeds.  The seeds  

 grew.  There were trees on his tummy and fl owers on his toes, and a lot of ivy

 on his kneecaps and a great big forest where his beard had been…

Song

       I’ve Got a Body
                  

  verse 1.   I’ve got a body

      A very busy body

      And it goes everywhere with me.

      And on that body I’ve got a nose

      And it goes everywhere with me.

      And I sniff sniff here, sniff sniff there,

      Sniff, sniff, sniff, sniff everywhere. 

      I’ve got a body, a very busy body

      And it goes everywhere with me.     

                 

  verse 2.   And on that body 

     I’ve got some hands

     And they go everywhere with me.

     And I clap clap here, Clap clap there,

     Clap clap clap clap everywhere.

     Sniff sniff here, Sniff sniff there,

     Sniff sniff sniff sniff everywhere.

    I’ve got a body…….

  verse 3   And on that body

     I’ve got some feet

     And they go everywhere with me.

     And I stamp stamp here,

     Stamp stamp there,

     Stamp stamp stamp stamp everywhere.

     Clap clap here…

     Sniff sniff here…

     I’ve got a body…….
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      I’ve Got a Body
                     Harriet Powell 
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 words for discussion:- nostril; cavern; trampoline; earthquake; waterfall.

After the programme

-   A project on size, concentrating on height.

-   Many children confuse the words ‘big’ and ‘tall’ and use them indiscriminately.  

    Discuss the difference.

-   Let the children arrange themselves by height.  The language of size is comparative,

    and this will lead to an awareness of expressions, such as shorter than, taller than, wider

    than, not as tall as, etc.

-   Discuss comparative sizes and how the world looks from a higher or lower view point,

    e.g. if you were a giant, a giraffe, a tall person, a baby, a mouse.  Who looks tall or small

    to whom? 

-   List words which compare heights, i.e. high, higher, highest; tall, taller, tallest; low, lower,

    lowest;  small, smaller, smallest, etc.

-   Discuss the idea that big is not necessarily better.

-   Discuss and draw some of the areas mentioned in the story, e.g. Beard Forest, Ankle 

    Village, Mouth Cavern, Tummy Valley, Button Lake, Belly Fields, Rib Valley.  What

    would they look like?  Why did they have these names?  Re-name other parts of the body.

-   Pin-point some places in your own area where giants might have created the landscape.

-   Are there any areas that might be bits of a hidden giant?

-   Invent some more verses and actions for the song.

-   A project on parts of the body.  It can be made more interesting and just as instructive 

    by approaching the subject with unusual questions, i.e. what would happen if we 

    had eyes on our toes, or fi ngers?  Why have we hair on our heads?  What would happen 

    if we had four legs? Or one leg?  Can nails and hair feel?  Do we need all our fi ngers 

    and toes?

-   There are many images portrayed during the programme which should stimulate art work.

-   Many geographical terms are used during the programme - discuss some of them e.g.  

    valley, lake, cavern, cave, forest, earthquake, volcano, ridge, waterfall, hill, mountain.

Northern Ireland Curriculum
 

 English
 Reading:   Pupils should develop the ability to: talk with the

     teacher about the ways in which language is written 

     down, identifying phrases, words, patterns of letters

     and other features of written language; show some 

     understanding of the way texts are structured by

     representing ideas through drama, pictures and 

     diagrams.

 Maths
 Measures:   Pupils should have opportunities to: compare and order

     objects, developing and using mathematical language

     associated with length, weight, capacity, area and time.
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 Geography

 The Natural Environment:  Pupils should have opportunities to learn about:

       some common landscape features.

Cross Curricular Links
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ART

- illustration

ENGLISH

- discussion

- creative writing

- language of size

SCIENCE

- parts of the body

MATHS

- measuring

- comparative sizes

MUSIC

- join in songs

- write song

GEOGRAPHY

- features of landscape
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